"Give Me a Ticket to Childhood" is a long story written by Nguyen Nhat Anh, one of the most famous authors of Vietnamese modern literature who specializes in children's stories. This is one of his most successful works. It has been translated into many different languages and was awarded the Southeast Asian Writers Award in 2010.
Introduction
In a speech at the awarding ceremony of ASEAN Literature in Thailand in 2010, Nguyen Nhat Anh said: "Every ethnic group has hung a bell in front of its window of the soul.
Writers have a mission to vibrate the bells up by literature." It proves that: Give Me a Ticket to Childhood has rung the bells of national spirit, but also these ringing bells harmonize with the bells of humanity, creating a work that everyone, whether adult or children, regardless of race, color and nationality will be able to see themselves in it.
Give Me a Ticket to Childhood has a very strange reading. Read to remember! Stemming is led by the cautionary statement of the author: "I write this book not for children. I write for those who used to be children. Each story of the author is a suggestion which is for those who used to be children remembering the childhood time ". The Ticket, which author asked to be in the title of book, would turn into ticket for those who read the book to go by the memory train back to their childhood. Because of inconsistencies between things forced to do and things children love to do, children tend to hate life and they gradually hate what they are doing every day because they do it for someone else and not for themselves. Certainly, sooner or later, the outburst in children will happen. Nguyen Nhat Anh wished to be "liberated" from the ego when the children want to escape the cycle of existing regulations. If we do not have the same rights as adults, they will "play adult roles" to be able to satisfy their own hobbies. Also in the desire of freedom of children, protesting against the stale and available things, children in the story of Nguyen Nhat Anh impartially called "pillow" to "doll", "dog" to "the desk", and called "buddy" to "Rector" and so on. The world is only a land that is for children and unique imagination when they rechristen the world with only one nice purpose which is to make the world more pristine as it is born again. And the words of the children because of the "excuse" are humanity: "We do not have any other way when we are too young while the world is too old. Therefore, we need our own young and wealthy world. And this is the view of a young 28-year-old man:
The World of Children is Indicated by the Means of the
"Just think that: In fact, until taking a beautiful girl to home, the boy has almost no chance to get assessment about the ability of cooking of his future spouse? Love is decisively more romantic than eating, like heart is certainly nobler than stomach ([1], p. 27).
Then it's time for a writer to become a fifty-year-old man, he has another view:
"Later, when I write this book, I grow up a notch further to discover what I chattering the whole time on the tight relationship between cooking and happiness, between dining rooms and bedrooms is actually not serious at all. The reason is simple: cooking is entirely possible field that we can learn and have self-improvement every day -of course with a condition that the wife is determined to complete well to keep her husband not falling into the kitchen of another woman." ([1], p. 27).
The experience of a person's lifetime is only in three paragraphs. In any period, we still see its arguments, but ultimately, he still likes at the age of eight more, simply because when making a decision, kids simply depend on feelings of emotion such as love, hate and so on; not interwoven relationships as adults. 
Art Described by the Words have Wings and a Unique Way of Comparison
Winged words are used a lot of by writer to make the sentences flexible, vivid and colorful. "In this large world, perhaps there were a lot of kids like my age who parents tied to nap like a way they tied bulls to piles so that they could not run wild, but the consequences are that any neighbors flocked to the house to curse"
The image of a bull running wild causing serious consequences which will hang around children's minds which is a unique way of comparison.
In terms of the comparison exaggeration associated with the rich imagination of children: Usually, when describing people, someone's appearance, it is sure that no one describe as a strange way to make people laugh like Nguyen Nhat Anh does: "... 
Art of making character

Understanding about Children's Psychology
Art shows early childhood psychology through the eyes of adults which is not simply the lens of an adult writer was tinged with life too much and must also cover the street was a thick enough layer. However, a true writer, especially a writer for children, must be strict with prism and with his writing more. Writer Mark Twain, a master in writing stories for children sternly said: "How to write a children's story is to be written properly so that work is not only interesting for the baby, but also extremely interesting location for anyone who had been a baby ". For example, here is a guy cu
Hare recounts nap it was forced in when there is so much fun waiting it out: "I lay beside him squirming on the couch, sigh when I think of the punch that flood your 21 qua mischief is swung out there.
Do not stir! Stirred nostalgic will not sleep! "( [1], p. 22).
In addition, Nguyen Nhat Anh once said: "Of all the books for my children ... friendship is a key factor and is always highly recommended." The smell of stale foursome, Customs brokers, Tí Sún, T?n in the story gives the reader a friendship contemplation.
Between them can exist in harmony and opposition, the similarities and differences, can share and supplements, to help each other. Lack of friendship, would build child psychologist will be missing the most important part.
Abreast Character: Children -Adults
Nguyen Nhat Anh uses first pronoun, that is character "I", at 50 years old and who is also penning to rewrite the emotional mind and tells the story of memories. At his age of eight can be generalized that profess my character at the age of 50 have a major role in emotional tone and texture of the work. By the tone and nature and content of information contained in almost all the work is led through profess my character in old age. And, that is why Nguyen Nhat Anh wrote this book for "readers used to be children." But on the other hand, the rotation can occur when interwoven, interlocking of two egos that totally bring a certain value arrangements. 
Conclusions and Suggestions
We can say that twelve chapters of "Please Give Me a Ticket to Childhood" by Nguyen Nhat Anh as twelve carriages and a wagon full of surprises, fun and passionate; it makes each guest aboard the laughter and sometimes tears or silent in contemplation.
Because of that work by Nguyen Nhat Anh always attracted readers, adults and children. It's great for anyone who is known to the ticket back to childhood, and immerse themselves in the playful narrative, natural helmsman. The driver of the train that dream saying: "The childhood ticket, you just keep it in your pocket carefully, because there is no conductor on this special train" ([1], p. 210).
